I have to admit that I have found the average English surgery to be better equipped and more efficiently run than in Scotland. Perhaps one must allow for larger capitation lists, and consequently larger income for ancillary help.
With regard to patient behaviour I find the denser the population, the more exacting the individual patient becomes; the doctorpatient relationship becomes more impersonal, until service tends to become automatic like a slot machine, "You puts in your penny, and you takes what you get ! " Advice to a young man-for choice, a nice practice in the Highlands, or in the " Bard " and cider country of England !-I am, etc., Ardentinny The general practitioners must realize that the " rat-race " which used to exist between themselves is now between the medical profession and the demands of the public, which has tasted the " sweet honey " of a cheap service and now cannot control itself. The scheme outlined above would result in doctors' seeing fewer trivialities, especially coryza, and would avoid what Dr. Sheridan calls the " sheer exhaustion " of three marathon sessions in one day (two surgeries and one visiting round).
If a dentist is not booked up for four weeks ahead the public seem to think that he is no good; yet doctors are expected to be able to see the whole world and his wife every week if necessary. Imagine the offices of solicitors and accountants being besieged by large numbers of people, each one (including overseas immigrants) having an indefensible right to occupy the unfortunate men's time; with everyone taking the service for granted; many not appreciating it-; a few abusing it; one or two determined to collect their " pound of flesh "; and meanwhile everyone pouring out vast quantities of money on gambling, alcohol, and cancer-dope. As I saw Dr. R. Hale-White say a few months ago: " Our N.H.S. never was the envy of the world, but it will soon become the laughing-stock. SIR,-It has been agreed by the general practitioners in the Swindon area that no further part-time hospital work will be undertaken while payment for such work is deducted from the Pool.
Some general practitioners are anxious to undertake hospital work but do not feel they can any longer ask their general-practitioner colleagues to pay them for such work.
At a time when the shortage of junior medical staff in hospitals is becoming increasingly acute, and when increasing requests are being made to general practitioners to work in hospital, we consider that the Ministry of Health rather than our colleagues should pay for the extra work they are asking general practitioners to undertake. 
